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Meet Pavel Lebedev, the LGBT advocate who raised rainbow visibility alongside
the Olympic torch
By Ross Murray, Director of Programs, Global and US South | February 7, 2014

While the world will be watching the Olympic Games in Sochi, GLAAD will
continue to raise the profile of LGBT Russians, as a resource to the
mainstream media to continue to include Russia's anti-LGBT laws. For
journalists reporting on Sochi, GLAAD has prepared the Olympic Playbook for
Media, with background information, story ideas, pitfalls to avoid, and profiles
http://www.glaad.org/blog/meetpavellebedevlgbtadvocatewhoraisedrainbowvisibilityalongsideolympictorch
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of Russian and LGBT spokespeople. For more information,
visit www.glaad.org/russia.
Pavel Lebedev is an LGBT advocate from Voronezh, Russia who has been
vocal in combating the rising levels of homophobia in Russia. A few weeks
ago, Pavel made the news when the Olympic torch was being carried through
his hometown. Pavel broke through the barricades and ran alongside of the
Olympic torch with a rainbow flag. He was tackled and detained. He later told
the Associated Press, “Hosting the Games here contradicts the basic
principles of the Olympics, which is to cultivate tolerance.”
GLAAD was able to hear firsthand about his experiences being a gay Russian,
and this LGBT advocacy.

How long have you
been openly gay?
It’s always
been
somewhat
difficult to
answer this
question. I
always
realized I
was gay, but
tried to be
“normal”
until about
17. Coming
to terms
with being
gay was long and painful for me. I finally fully accepted
myself about 4 years ago and finally found my inner
peace. I now realize that I was always quite normal, just as
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I was. I also realized that being gay didn't define whether
I’m a good or a bad person or whether my life is useful or
pointless. So I simply stopped lying and life became much
easier, not because everyone immediately accepted me in fact, the opposite happened - but because I could be, at
least, honest with myself.
How long have you been involved with LGBT advocacy?
I don’t think of myself as just an LGBT activist, but rather a
social activist. In 2012, my friend, Dmitry Chunosov,
invited me to come to Moscow and join the “March of
Millions”. The march and the rally were in protest of
multiple violations that happened during the previous
Russian presidential election. I saw all these people
protesting the lawlessness that took over the country, and
I saw people marching with the “Rainbow” group, voicing
their support for fair elections and for civil rights. It all
made an enormous impression on me. It made me
realize, sometimes you have to fight for your rights in
order to get them.
I’m not saying that up until that moment I had been happy
with everything that went on around the country. I had
encountered the unfairness and unlawful conduct by the
authorities before. Only back then, I trusted what the
official media outlets were saying, and they were saying
many things, but not the truth. The state media’s only goal
is to keep people from seeing the lawlessness that’s
happening everywhere. Undoubtedly, it’s because of my
friend that I came into the activism, however, he simply
showed me the outlet for the righteous anger that had
been long growing in me.
Why did you want to be visible with a rainbow flag along the Olympic
torch relay?
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When I
started
running
toward the
Olympic
torch, I
realized I
might get
detained by
the police. I
knew that,
but I
wanted to make a public stand about the growing rate of
hate and homophobia in Russia.
This trend is pushed onto the population by the
government itself. No matter what Putin says about how
everyone is welcome here and nobody is oppressed, this
is just not true. Even before the anti-LGBT propaganda law
was passed, LGBT people had no freedom of speech or
assembly.
On January 20, 2013, my friends and I were staging a rally
in the city of Voronezh, trying to prevent the passing of
the anti-gay law. We were beaten up by a group of
homophobes right in front of the police officers. None of
our assailants was detained. Later, the city administration
released a statement that nothing disorderly took place.
My lawyers and I filed a lawsuit against the police
department and the city administration for their inaction.
The court, however, ruled that we provoked the attack
and that there was no violation on the part of the
attackers. What is worse is that now, according to the new
law, we are officially deemed “instigators” and “child
molesters.”
Many Russians think that all LGBT activism is
http://www.glaad.org/blog/meetpavellebedevlgbtadvocatewhoraisedrainbowvisibilityalongsideolympictorch
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commissioned by someone from Europe. It is very
convenient for Putin to create the inner enemy and divide
the society, so he can hang on to power for as long as
possible.
The Olympic Games in Russia is costing a huge amount of
money. By the official report it’s $51 billion. One of the
Olympic principles states that one of the goals of Olympic
Games is to help create a peaceful society that values
human dignity and that any form of discrimination against
a country or a person, based on race, religion, politics, or
gender is incompatible with the Olympic movement. That
means that our country is not eligible to host the Olympic
Games, since we contradict the Olympic principles. By
endorsing the Olympic Games in Russia, one also
endorses those politics of our government that are based
on oppression, lies, and hatred.
What do you want the world to know about LGBT people in Russia?
I want to say that you should not believe Putin, everything
he says about human rights and the level of life in Russia
is all lies. All his politics are solely about remaining in
power and about the “divide and conquer” principle. The
LGBT population was a convenient scapegoat for him.
Also, I want to say thanks to all so much for all your
support. It really makes a big difference. Thank you too,
for the opportunity to share.

Thanks to Oleg Jelezniakov for translating this interview.
Issues: News, Sports, Young Adult
Tags: Russia, Olympics, Sochi
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Rene Napoli · Актёр at Film & Television Industry
Congratulations!!! You are a unique fantastic human being.
Like · Reply · Mar 9, 2015 9:39pm

Mat Gregg
You go boi!
Like · Reply ·

1 · Feb 11, 2014 4:00pm

Mat Gregg
I don't think it treads any line. There are no lines remember? I love to see
Americans getting involved. We need more of it. This is my world too, I don't care
that it's another country, it's on my planet, it's my business.
Like · Reply · Feb 12, 2014 4:44am

Bo Chaffee · Works at Музыкант
Why such pinpointed concern for Russia: it is the "hot topic". This stuff is going on
and has been going on in far more extreme cases in the Middle East. Russia just
got a spotlight because of the Olympics. We probably would have not heard of any
of it if it weren't for the Olympics because, again, this stuff is happening elsewhere
and you hear nothing.
Like · Reply · Feb 12, 2014 6:03am

Bo Chaffee · Works at Музыкант
It's another fad sensation revolution for Americans to go naners for. Like ChickfilA
Like · Reply · Feb 12, 2014 6:04am
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Rachel Mëgan Galeucia · Machine Operator at MultiColor Corporation
Just make sure people continue to have media coverage after the Olympics
Like · Reply · Feb 9, 2014 3:04am

Paul L. Mylum · Works at Worked for myself
Gladd need to maintain contact with this brave young man it may be his only chance of not
'disapearing'.The best of luck and my thoughts go out to this guy and his brave comrades.
Like · Reply · Feb 8, 2014 3:25am

Steve Porter
Great! Thanks for sharing! This is enlightening.
Like · Reply · Feb 7, 2014 11:05pm
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Related Stories

WATCH: YouTubers hold hands to show the level of homophobia in Moscow
A social experiment shows the abuse LGBT couples face when they simply
hold hands in public in Moscow, Russia.
read more >>
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After years of giving voice to LGBT youth, Children-404 convicted under "antipropaganda" law
Lena Klimova, who created an online support group called for gay teens
called "Children-404" in Russia, has now been convicted under Russia's "antipropaganda" law.
read more >>
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WATCH: GLAAD releases original documentary short on LGBT
lives in Georgia
This documentary is the second in a series of six films that will share the experiences
of, and accelerate acceptance for, LGBT people and communities across the U.S. South.

Read More »

About GLAAD
GLAAD rewrites the script for LGBT acceptance. As a dynamic media force, GLAAD tackles tough issues
to shape the narrative and provoke dialogue that leads to cultural change. GLAAD protects all that has
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been accomplished and creates a world where everyone can live the life they love.
more about GLAAD >>
contact us >>
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